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I. Introduction
The 1990s brought an end to the six-republic federation that had
been known as Yugoslavia.' Yugoslavia had only been a nation since
1918, when the Kingdom of Serbia and Montenegro fused with Croa-
tia and Slovenia to form the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes.3
Before its demise, the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia con-
sisted of six republics: Serbia, Montenegro, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-
Hercegovina, and Macedonia.3
On September 9, 1991, a majority of the electorate of the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) voted for independence
* Member of the Class of 1995. B.A. University of California, Los Angeles, 1991.
The author wholeheartedly thanks his parents for their unconditional support of his educa-
tion. This Note is dedicated to the author's grandparents, Rev. Kostas and Roula Pou-
lakidas and the late Harry and Georgia Manetas.
1. Marc Weller, The International Response to the Dissolution of the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, 86 AM. J. INT'L L. 569 (1992).
2. Ben Bagwell, Yugoslavian Constitutional Questions: Self.Determination and Seces-
sion of Member Republics, 21 GA. J. IN'L & CoMP. L. 4S9 (1991).
3. Weller, supra note 1, at 569.
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from Yugoslavia.4 Other than the twenty-six percent of the FYROM's
electorate who voted against independence,5 there was no notable op-
position, especially on the international plane, to the republic's inde-
pendence. Greece, which borders the newly independent republic to
the south, raised no objection to the FYROM's independence.6 Later,
however, because of the FYROM's territorial claims to Greece's
northern province of Macedonia, 7 Greece began to fight the interna-
tional political recognition of this new republic. 8
While Greece's quarrel with the FYROM is primarily political,9
much attention has centered on the name by which the new republic
desires recognition: Macedonia. 10 The new republic's government
has taken several aggressive actions that have disturbed Greece.
These offensive moves include: references in the FYROM's Constitu-
tion to unification of the new republic with the Greek province of
Macedonia;" the use of Greek landmarks and symbols in the
FYROM's trial currency and national flag; 2 the publication of maps
and books showing the new republic's territories as including the
Greek province of Macedonia;' 3 multiple statements by FYROM offi-
cials about an "enslaved minority" in Greece and the "reunification"
of Macedonia;' 4 hostile propaganda appropriating the Greek cultural
heritage to the region of the FYROM;'5 and, most disturbing to
Greece, the use of the name Macedonia, which is identical to the
4. Id. at 594 n.150.
5. Id
6. Elias Clis, Consul General of Greece, Address to the Commonwealth Club of Cali-
fornia in San Francisco 25 (Nov. 1993) (transcript on file with author).
7. See INSTITUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, RESURGENT IRREDENTISm: DOCUMENTS ON
SKOPJE "MACEDONIAN" NATIONALIST ASPIRATnONS (1934-1992) (Basil Kondis et al. eds.,
1993). See also Robert D. Kaplan, Yugo-First: Balking at the Balkans, NEw REPUBLIC,
Sept. 2, 1991, at 10.
8. See Letter Dated 25 January 1993 from the Permanent Representative of Greece to
the United Nations Addressed to the Secretary General, U.N. SCOR, 47th Sess., U.N. Doc.
A/47/877 (1993) [hereinafter Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the
United Nations]. See also David Lawday, New Quarrels from Old Roots, U.S. NEws &
WORLD REP., July 27, 1992, at 43; Nikos Konstandaras, Papandreou Sets His Program
Before the Greek Parliament, HELLENIC J., Nov. 4, 1993, at 10.
9. Clis, supra note 6, at 27.
10. Balkanized- Greece, ECONOMIST, Apr. 18, 1992, at 47.
11. CITIZENS' MovEMFNT (Athens, Greece), BORDERS, SYMBOLS, STABILITY: ISSUES
RELATING TO THE RECOGNITION OF THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 6
(1993).
12. Id. at 4-5. See Figures 1, 2.
13. CrTZENS' MovEmENT, supra note 11, at 7. See Map 2.
14. CITIZENS' MOvEMENT, supra note 11, at 6.
15. Id.
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name that has been used by Greece's northern province for millen-
nia.' 6 The dispute over this new republic's name is important to
Greece because "[tjhe name to which this state aspires, 'Macedonia,'
is the most tangible manifestation of the problem. '11 7
To truly understand the conflict between Greece and the
FYROM, one must explore the history of Macedonia. Therefore, this
Note will first take a brief look at the region's well-documented his-
tory which spans over 4,000 years."5 It will be apparent that Greece is
justified in its protests against the FYROM's use of the name Macedo-
nia and the new republic's other antagonistic actions. Next, this Note
will show that the international community has responded to the con-
flict in an unsupportive and insensitive manner, disregarding Greece's
legitimate concerns. Finally, this Note will suggest ways that all par-
ties concerned could have handled the situation more appropriately,
and how this ongoing problem might be resolved.
As an examination of its history reveals, the geographic region
known as "Macedonia" has no precisely defined territorial limits.19 It
extends into areas of modern-day Greece, Bulgaria, and the
FYROM,20 although most of the region lies within modem-day
Greece. 2'1 Therefore, for purposes of clarity, the name Macedonia will
be used only to refer to the entire geographic region of Macedonia.
Greece's northern province of Macedonia will be referred to as Greek
Macedonia, and the FYROM will be referred to as Skopje and its peo-
ple as Skopjians.
H. The Ancient History Behind the Name "Macedonia"
A. "Macedonia" A Greek Word Coming from a Greek People
One need only glance at a standard English dictionary to see that
Macedonia is a word of Greek linguistic derivation.? Nevertheless,
the proof of this point should not begin and end with a contemporary
16. Id at 7. See also Elias Clis, Current Challenges in Greek Foreign Policy HELLMIC
J., Apr. 8, 1993, at 9.
17. Clis, supra note 6, at 25.
18. See generally M. B. SAKEL.ARIOU, MACEDONIA: 4000 YEARS OF GrEE: HISORY
AND CVLIZArION (1983).
19. Barbara Jelavich, Macedonia, 18 ENCYCLOPEDm AmERICANA 19, 19 (Int'l ed.
1993).
20. Id.
21. Id. See also Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Na-
dons, supra note 8, at 5.
22. WEBSTER'S TmIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LAN-
GUAGE 1353 (1981).
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Map 1. The current borders of Greece, the Former Yugoslav Republic
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Figure 1. Above is King Philip's larnax with an engraving of the
Vergina Sun. Below is Skopje's new national flag reproducing this an-
cient Macedonian emblem.
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dictionary. Both the ethnic name MaK&v (Macedone) and the geo-
graphical term MctKs8ovt'a (Macedonia) derive from the Greek adjec-
tive gartcSavo. 2 This Greek adjective is ancient, and it can be found
in the works of Homer.24 Yet the history behind this word is even
more telling.
B. The Macedones Were a Greek-Speaking Hellenic Tribe
The Hellenic people are one branch of the Indo-European people
who "lived undispersed and speaking a single language in an area of
North Eastern Europe" until sometime after the fifth millennium
B.C..25 At that time they fragmented and moved in different geo-
graphic directions conquering and assimilating various peoples.26 The
Greeks, separating from the other Indo-Europeans, moved very
slowly from their North European origin towards the area of modem-
day Greece. 7 The Ionians were the first Greek tribe to overflow into
the Macedonian plains from the Axios Valley. 8 By about 2000 B.C.,
"the Macedones, a Greek-speaking branch of [Indo-Europeans], may
have settled on the slopes of Mt. Olympus.1
2 9
Unlike the Ionians who preceded them and the Dorians who
came after them into what is modern-day Greece, the Macedones did
not initially spread out into mainland Greece, Crete, Cyprus, and the
islands of the Aegean.30 Nevertheless, the Macedones were a Hel-
lenic tribe, like the Ionians and the Dorians.31 Herodotus considered
the Macedonians to be a Doric tribe. He wrote: "The Doric tribe
wandered a great deal .... When they were chased away... by the
Cadmians, they lived in Pindus and were called Macedonians."32 In
contrast to Herodotus's view, many Greeks of Herodotus's time did
23. NiciioLAOs P. ANDRIOTES, HISTORY OF THE NAME "MACEDONIA," (1960), re-
printed in MACEDONIA PAST AND PRESENT 11 (Institute for Balkan Studies ed., 1992).
24. Id.
25. Nicholaos P. Andriotes, The Language and Greek Origin of the Ancient Macedoni-




29. James R. Wiseman, Ancient Macedonia, 18 ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 20, 21
(Int'l ed. 1993).
30. Andriotes, supra note 25, at 22-23.
31. ANDRIOTES, supra note 23, at 11. "The Macedonians, as it is ac.:epted by all unbi-
ased ethnologists, historians and linguists, are a Hellenic tribe." Id.
32. Andriotes, supra note 25, at 24. Otto Reche, who researched this history in depth,
wrote: "The Macedonians were the final wave of the Greek nation after the Dorians." Id.
at 44.
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not view the Macedonians as a mere section of the Doric people? 3
Instead, the Macedonians were seen as a distinct Hellenic tribe, con-
scious and proud of their Greek ethnicity.
Regardless of whether the original Macedonians were a part of
the Doric tribe or a completely distinct tribe, they were a Hellenic
tribe that spoke ancient Greek.35 The name MaKE560V (Macedone)
belongs to the class of ancient Greek ethnic names which denotes a
physical characteristic.3 6 It most likely refers to height. "The
Macedonians probably distinguished themselves amid the other
Greek tribes by their height, as it often happens to highland tribes
compared to tribes of the plains.137 Of course, the ancient Macedoni-
ans did not borrow this name from a language they did not speak or
with which they did not identify. The word Macedonia must have
come from their native tongue, Greek. As the German linguist C.
Hoffman explained:
[W]hoever does not consider the Macedonians as Greeks, must also
conclude that already by the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., the
Macedonians had completely given up the original names of their
nation-without any need to do so-and taken Greek names, in or-
der to demonstrate their admiration for Greek civilization. I think
it not worth the trouble to demolish such a notion; for any hypothe-
sis of historical linguistics which is put forward without taking into
account the actual life of a people, is condemned, as it were, out of
its own mouth.38
HI. The History of the Land and Peoples of Macedonia:
From Antiquity to Modernity
While it is significant that the ancient Macedonians were a Hel-
lenic tribe whose name and native tongue were ancient Greek, it is
most relevant that these Macedonians considered themselves and
were considered by others to be Greek.39 Macedonia is a "geographic
entity... [which] has never really been what modem analysts would
call a nation-state."'  Therefore, from the days of antiquity there has
33. Id. at 24-25.
34. Id. at 25.
35. Id. at 42.
36. ANDRioTms, supra note 23, at 11.
37. Id.
38. Id. at 42.
39. NicoLAos K. MA'ns, THm FALSIICAMrON OF ,ACEDONIAN HISTORY 20 (John P.
Smith trans., 1984).
40. Robert D. Kaplan, History's Cauldron, ATLANTc MotrmY, June 1991, at 93.
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never been a Macedonian nationality per se. Though residing in or
coming from a geographic region known as Macedonia, Macedonians
considered themselves, and were considered by others, ethnically
Greek. Macedonians, like Athenians, Spartans, Cretans, and Cypri-
ots, were Greek.4' This is important in understanding what is cur-
rently at hand in the dispute between Skopje and Greece.
A review of Macedonian history will show that what Skopje is
attempting is not the mere taking of a Greek name (Marcti:s&v), but
the falsification of Macedonian history.42 By creating a "Macedonian
nationality" and "transform[ing] the local Slav population of southern
Yugoslavia into ethnic 'Macedonians,"' 4 3 Skopje is attempting to lay
the foundation for a claim to a much wider geographical region.44
A. Macedonia: The Birthplace of Ancient Greek Mythology
The ancient Macedonians, like the other Hellenic tribes,4" created
a mythical ancestor, Macedon, who they believed to be the son of
Zeus.46 They used this deity to explain the origin of their tribal name,
the name's connection with the adjective grciSv6G having been for-
gotten. 47 However, Macedonia's role in Greek mythology does not
end with the god Macedon. The Greek gods' home (particularly
Zeus's) was located on Mount Olympus, which was located in Mace-
donia and forms part of the present Greek province of Macedonia.48
The nine Muses lived on Mount Pieria, also located in Greek Macedo-
nia.49 The belief of the ancient Macedonians and the other Greek
tribes that their gods lived on the Macedonian Mount Olympus and
that the nine Muses lived on the Macedonian Mount Pieria indicates
that the Macedonians not only considered themselves to be Greek,
but also that other Greeks considered Macedonia to be Greek. With
mythology playing such a central role in ancient Greek. life, the other
Greeks must have considered Macedonia to be an important part of
41. Statement of Eugene T. Rossides to the House Foreign Affairs Subcomm. on Eu-
rope and the Middle East, 103d Cong., 2d Sess. 17 (1994) [hereinafter Rossides].
42. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 11.
43. Basil Kondis, Preface to MACEDONIA PAST AND PRESENT 1, 9 (Institute for Balkan
studies ed., 1992).
44. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Nations, supra
note 8, at 5.
45. E.g., Athena was the god for the Athenians.
46. ANDRIOTES, supra note 23, at 12.
47. Id
48. N.G.L. HAMMOND, A HISTORY OF GREECE TO 322 B.C. 39 (2nd ed. 1967).
49. Id.
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Greece.5" "Otherwise it would seem inconceivable that the Greeks
believed their gods inhabited a non-Greek land."- 1
B. Macedonia's Legendary Kings and Their Role in Greek
Civilization
Macedonia's kings believed that they were the direct descendants
of Heracles (Hercules).52 These kings continued in a mixed line of
mythical and real ancestors for centuries until the reign of Amyntas I
(540-490 B.C.), from which time more detailed historical records are
available.53 The history of Amyntas's successors, beginning with Al-
exander I, illustrates the contributions of these Macedonian leaders to
Greek civilization.
Alexander I, who reigned from 498 B.C. to 452 B.C., was the first
Macedonian king to show a notable interest in the affairs of the rest of
Greece. 4 Until his reign, communication with the rest of Greece took
place infrequently due to the practically impassible mountains that
separated Macedonia from southern Greece.55 Alexander took an in-
terest in Greece's defense against the Persians, a much welcomed and
strategically decisive move.56 The southern Greeks honored him with
a special decree and erected a statue of him at Delphi. 7 Moreover, he
was awarded the title of Philhellene, which meant patriot and was
given only to Greeks who demonstrated panhellenic thinking.Ps
Alexander I was followed by Perdiccas II (452-413 B.C.), who
welcomed Hippocrates, the great Greek contributor to the field of
medicine, to his court.59 Herodotus made it clear that he believed
50. M ~a-ts, supra note 39, at 20.
51. Id.
52. I. at 22, 123. "In the enormous palace of the Macedonian kings that was uncov-
ered at the [archeological site] of Vergina (Aegea), one finds [inscribed], HPAKAH
rIATPOO, which means 'To the head of the race, Heracles.'" Id. at 123.
53. Id. at 23. This line of Macedonian kings included: Heracles, Illus, Cleodacus.
Aristomachus, Temenos, Kissius, Thestius, Merops, Aristodamidas, Pheidon, Caranus,
Koinus, Tyrimmas, Perdicas I, Argaeus, Philip 1, Aeropos I, Alcetas, and Amytas L Id.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. I--imoN, supra note 48, at 227. Herodotus wrote that Alexander I once ad-
dressed the Athenians in the following manner. "Athenians... I would not speak, were I
not very worried for all Greece. For I myself am Greek by race from the beginning, and I
should not like to see a free Greece become a slave." Andriotes, supra note 25, at 25.
57. MARTs, supra note 39, at 23.
58. Id. In The Republic, Plato refers to Greeks who were characterized as Philhellenes
or "lovers of Greeks." Id. at 24 n.2.
59. Id. at 24.
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Perdiccas and his successors to be Greeks.' The first of these succes-
sors was Archelaus I (413-399 B.C.), in whose court resided some of
Greece's greatest writers including the Greek tragedian Euripides. 61
The next thirty-nine years saw the reign of seven different kings, and
with the exception of Amyntas III (393-370 B.C.), their average term
in power was a mere two and a half years.62 These unstable years in
the ancient Macedonian kingdom were followed by twenty-five years
of stability under the reign of Philip 11 (360-336 B.C.).
Philip's accession to the throne was a landmark in the history of
the entire Greek nation. The Athenian politician Isocrates urged
Philip "to put an end to the madness and imperialism with which the
Greeks have treated one another, reconcile and bring them into con-
cord, and declare war on Persia." 63 Although Isocrates did not live to
see it, Philip made these dreams of Greek unity a reality.6' After bat-
tles both on Greek soil and in the Greek diplomatic world, a victori-
ous Philip invited all the Greek states to attend a conference at which
he outlined his plans for the promotion of Greece's interests.65
The Greek League (or the League of Corinth) wa; formed under
Philip's leadership and ratified by the Congress at Corinth in 337
B.C..66 "All mainland states south of Olympus, except Sparta, and
many island states became members of a federal union, which...
undertook to observe a general peace; use military sanctions in ac-
cordance with the principle of collective security... [and] respect the
liberty and autonomy of each member-state." 67 The federal govern-
ment of this new union was the "Council of the Greeks," which con-
sisted of representatives elected from each member state.68 Delphi,
Olympia, Nemea, and Isthmus, which were the centers of Greek reli-
gion, were the meeting places of the Council. Not surprisingly, Philip
60. Herodotus wrote: "The descendants of Perdiccas are Greeks, as they themselves
desire, and as I know myself." Id. at 25.
61. Jelavich, supra note 19, at 19.
62. MARIS, supra note 39, at 24. These kings were Orestes (399-197 B.C.), Aeropos
11 (397-394 B.C.), Amyntas 11 (394-393 B.C.), Pausanias (394-393 B.C.), Alexander 11 (370-
368 B.C.), and Perdiccas III (368-360 B.C.). Id.
63. HAMMOND, supra note 48, at 556, 571.
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was unanimously elected commander of the Greek League's military
forces, "as a benefactor of Greece."
69
Philip laid a sturdy foundation for the leader who quickly became
one of the greatest figures in Greek history, his son and successor Al-
exander the Great. Alexander the Great, educated by Aristotle, led
the Greece that his father unified for a mere thirteen years (336-323
B.C.). 70 He is famous for his great victory over the Persian Empire
and his many eastern conquests,71 To both ancient and modern
Greeks, Alexander is considered a hero for spreading Greek culture
and civilization through his conquests.72
Alexander did not forget the Greek union his father had so mas-
terfully formed. Shortly after his father's assassination3 Alexander
convened the Council of the Greek League and announced that he
intended to continue his father's policies.74 He was promptly elected
head of Greece's military forces, and "Athens and other states con-
ferred honours upon him, and accepted their obligation under the
terms of the Greek League to provide [military] contingents."75
Alexander the Great considered himself a Greek. This was ex-
emplified by his offer of 300 suits of Persian armor to the Greek gods
as thanksgiving for his victory over Persia. Not only did Alexander
send these gifts to the Parthenon at Athens instead of to the temples
of Macedonia, but his historic inscription accompanying the armor
read, "Alexander, son of Philip, and the Greeks... [sent these] from
the barbarians who inhabit Asia."76
With the history of the ancient Macedonian kings in mind, it is
not surprising that Greece is angered by Skopje's attempt to rewrite
history. Skopje claims that the ancient Macedonians were not Greeks,
but Illyrians and Thracians. 7 However, neither Alexander nor any of
his predecessors ever referred to themselves as Illyrians or Thracians.
Moreover, none of these legendary kings on whom Skopje now bases
69. Id. at 572. In his work The Philippus, Isocrates "appealed to Philip, as a descen-
dant of Heracles, to prove himself a benefactor of Greece by showing the generosity and
good will which alone could bring the states into unity and concord." Id. at 556.
70. Id. at 596-97.
71. See id. at 596-642.
72. MAtris, supra 39, at 56-57. "Alexander based his plan for the conquest of Asia on
the spread of Greek education, the Greek tongue, Greek communal life and the Greek city
state." Id.
73. HAiMOND, supra note 48, at 573.
74. Id. at 597.
75. Id.
76. Andriotes, supra note 25, at 25.
77. MARns, supra note 39, at 13.
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its history ever considered themselves to be Slavic or Skopjian. An-
cient Macedonians were Macedonian by way of geographic origin but
Greek in ethnicity and, because of Philip and Alexander, in national-
ity. The German scholar W. Christ once wrote, "[ilt is now recognized
by everybody... that the Macedonians were a Greek: tribe."
78
The "Greekness" of the ancient Macedonians did not begin and
end with Philip and Alexander. Macedonian men and women partici-
pated in the Olympic Games, which were reserved for Greeks alone."
The Old Testament makes several references to "the Macedonian
Greeks and descendants of Alexander the Great. °80 Evidently, Mace-
donia's "Greekness" continued during the years of The New Testa-
ment, as Paul, who began his apostolic work in Macedonia, wrote his
portions of The Bible in Greek."'
Because territory is such a significant issue in the current Greece-
Skopje dispute, it is important to understand the borders of ancient
Macedonia. Although the borders of Macedonia often changed, the
northern border separating Macedonia from Dardania remained as it
had been fixed by Philip 11.8 2 The northern border was marked by the
southern range of Mount Skardos, today called Babouns, through
which runs the Axios River.83 Significantly, "[t]he city of Stobi, south
of this range, had always belonged to Macedonia, whereas Scupi, to-
day known as Skopje, had been a city of Dardania until after the time
of Justinian I.'' Thus, the capital of the very region that now wishes
to call itself Macedonia and to assume Macedonian history, never fell
within Macedonia's historical boundaries.
C. Macedonia Under the Romans
Philip V (221-179 B.C.) and his son Perseus fought a number of
wars against the Romans, who were finally victorious in 168 B.C. .85
Seeking the political, military, and economic end to the Kingdom of
Macedonia, the Romans divided it into four kingless federated
78. Id. at 45.
79. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 29-30.
80. 1& at 31.
81. Id. at 17.
82. ArNDRIOms, supra note 23, at 13.
83. Id.
84. Itt See also MARTIS, supra note 39, at 89. This map is from F. Papazoglou's book
Les Cites Macddoniennes a I'Apoque Romaine, which was published in Skopje in 1957 and
apparently was ignored by the FYROM's more recent map makers. d. at 85.
85. Wiseman, supra note 29, at 20, 22.
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states.' Thessaloniki became the capital of the Roman province of
Macedonia.87
Constantine the Great divided the Roman Empire into praefec-
tures, creating an Eastern Empire (Byzantium) and a Western Em-
pire.' By the fifth century A.D., most of what is today Greece fell
within the province of Achaia, which belonged to the eastern half of
the Roman Empire.8 9 Eastern Rome was "profoundly conscious of
the Hellenic sources of its culture and ready to treat the survivals of
Hellenism in the little Greek homeland with toleration and respect."90
Within the complicated administrative structure of the empire, the
province of Achaia was considered part of the "diocese" of Macedo-
nia." As part of the Eastern Empire, Macedonia extended over the
same area as the Macedonia of Philip I.92 It was divided into two
parts: the first, having Thessaloniki as its capital, extended over west-
ern, eastern, and central Macedonia, while the second extended north-
wards as far as Stoboi.93 "Scupi [today's Skopje] never did belong to
Macedonia but to its northern neighbor Dardania." 94
D. The Dark Age of Greek History
The following three centuries of Greek history are called the
"Dark Age" by many because so little is clear about this period.
"There are few stretches of time on which no light whatever falls ....
Nevertheless it must be confessed that so far as Greece is concerned
the sixth, seventh and eighth centuries are indeed obscure. ' 95
Although the sixth and seventh centuries marked more or less the be-ginning of the Byzantine Empire, 96 other than the arrival of the Slavs
in the Balkan Peninsula,9 7 details of this period are not as available as
they are for other periods of Byzantine history. Notwithstanding, it is
the arrival of the Slavs which is of concern here, as the Skopjians are
actually descendants of these Slavs, not of the Macedonians.
86. MpAmrxs, supra note 39, at 13.
87. Wiseman, supra note 29, at 22.
88. MAR,-s, supra note 39, at 13.
89. NICoLAS CHEETHN% MEDiievAL GREECE 1 (1981).
90. Id at 1-2.
91. Id. at 1.
92. ANDRioTEs, supra note 23, at 14.
93. Id
94. Id.
95. CHEETHAm, supra note 89, at 13.
96. ROBERT BROWNING, THFi ByzAMrnNE EMPiRE 17 (1980).
97. CHEEnHAM, supra note 89, at 13.
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There is no historical link between Slavs and Macedonia until the
sixth century A.D. when, as Slavic historians agree, the Slavs arrived
on the Balkan peninsula.98 Therefore, Macedonia's Greek history ex-
isted for 2,500 years before the Slavs ever came in contact with it.
At the beginning of the sixth century, Greece's population was
still largely homogeneous, even after a few hundred years of Roman
rule.99 "In order to block the ways of access to Greece, Justinian's
engineers [had] constructed... a string of fortresses across Macedo-
nia, hinging on the impregnable bastion of Thessalonica." 100 Never-
theless, the Slavs burst into northern Greece as early as 540.101
Between 675 and 678, the Slavs made three unsuccessful attacks on
Thessaloniki.' ° While Greeks did mix with Slavs, this racial mixture
was held together not by the Slavic culture or civilization, but by an
"indissoluble cement compound of Greek civilization, Roman law,
and Christian religion.,
1 0 3
Thus, the arrival of the Slavs did not change Greece, including
Macedonia, into a Slavic nation. "Apart from the racial mixture, the
Slav legacy to Hellas was inconsiderable.... Slavonic elements in the
mediaeval and modem Greek vocabulary are negligible,... [showing]
Hellas retained remarkably few traces of the Slav presence."10 4 Yet it
is the descendants of these Slavs in Skopje 10 5 who now stretch histori-
cal facts to claim not merely that they contributed to Macedonian cul-
ture, but that they come from the people who created Macedonia.
E. Byzantium's Influence on the Slavs
The ninth century to the eleventh century A.D. is often called the
"Golden Age of Byzantium."" ° The Byzantine Empire stood at the
peak of the intellectual and artistic life of both Eastern and Western
Europe.107 It was a time when Hellenism was reborn ini full vitality,
with officials being Greek, the model of government being Greek, and
98. MART's, supra note 39, at 15.
99. CmETHAM, supra note 89, at 14.
100. Id at 15.
101. Id. at 16.
102. Id at 19.
103. Id. at 14.
104. Id. at 23.
105. "[The Former Yugoslav Republic of] Macedonia['s] predominantly Slavic popula-
tion is closely related by ties of blood, language, and culture to neighboring Bulgarians."
Vassilev Rossen, The Third Balkan War: Yugoslavia's History Shows Both the Prudence
and the Danger of Staying out of the Way, NATIONAL REv., Mar. 1, 1993, at 46.
106. BROWNING, supra note 96, at 73.
107. MARTs, supra note 39, at 74.
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the common language being Greek."s Interestingly, this period of
Byzantine history is also called the "Age of the Macedonian Dy-
nasty," which had as its objects both the reconquest of lands lost in the
two previous centuries and the spreading of the Greek Orthodox
Christian faith.'09 As in the times of the ancient Macedonian dynasty,
all Macedonians were considered Greeks.
It was during the period of Byzantium's Macedonian dynasty that
Byzantine society ceased to identify itself simply as Christian, but in-
stead as Greek Orthodox Christian. °10 In Thessaloniki, the perennial
metropolis of Macedonia, Byzantine Hellenism and the Greek Ortho-
dox Church were very powerful."' It was through Thessaloniki, the
Byzantine Empire's most important economic center after Constanti-
nople, that Byzantium spread Greek civilization to the Slavs and the
other peoples of Europe.11 2 The many Greek Orthodox churches,
symbolizing Byzantine Hellenism, which were constructed at the time
in Thessaloniki, have given that city its current reputation as "a living
museum of Byzantine art."'1 3 The fact that most of these churches are
still in use today testifies to the Hellenic identity that characterizes
Macedonia.
The land of today's Skopje was not part of the Byzantine Empire
in the ninth century." 4 However, by the beginning of the eleventh
century Skopje was incorporated into the empire.115 Moreover, dur-
ing the tenth century, two Greek monks from Thessaloniki, Cyril and
Methodius, brought Christianity to the Slavs." 6 Thus, the religious
history of the Slavs owes its beginning to Greek Macedonian monks
and the Byzantine Greek culture." 7 Without factual support, many
Skopjians assert that Cyril and Methodius were Slavs, "Macedonian
Slavs" to be specific." 8 However, many Slavic historians, politicians,
108. Id.
109. BROWhNNG, supra note 96, at 73.
110. Id. at 98.
111. MAgRTs, supra note 39, at 72-73.
112. 1& at 74.
113. Id at 73. By the fourteenth century, Thessaloniki, with a population of 40,000,
boasted over a dozen Byzantine churches, and Macedonia became home to some of the
most revered Byzantine monasteries. Id. at 73-75.
114. BROWNING, supra note 96, at 76.
115. Id.
116. MA1n'rs, supra note 39, at 15.
117. Id. at 18.
118. Id.
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and religious leaders have rejected this contention.119 In an official
apostolic circular, the Slavic Pope John Paul II proclaimed Cyril and
Methodius, "brother Greeks born in Thessaloniki," to be the "divine
protectors of Europe."
120
Thessaloniki continued to be a center of Hellenism in the four-
teenth century.1 21 It was a great center for the arts and letters until
1453, when the last Greek Emperor fell fighting the Turks at the walls
of Constantinople, changing life throughout Greece for the next three
centuries." The end of Byzantium was the beginning of Ottoman
Turkey's occupation of Greece.
F. The Ottoman Occupation of Greece
The Ottoman Turks did not gain control of Greece all at once,
and they did not maintain continuous control once they conquered
it.123 Nevertheless, Macedonia was under Turkish rule, along with the
Peloponnese and the rest of mainland Greece, by the middle of the
fifteenth century.' 24 What is relevant about this portion of Greek his-
tory to the issue addressed by this Note is that the Greeks did not lose
their Greek identity even during this long period of occupation. 25
"Turkish rule did not deprive the Greeks entirely of their freedom....
[The Turks] established control of the cities .... But they were never
numerous enough to colonize all their extensive territories." 126 From
their religious faith to their language and customs, ihe people of
119. Iad A Slavic professor wrote that "Cyril and Methodius were born in Thessaloniki
and in their lineage they are not Slavs but Greeks." Id.
120. Id
121. Id at 74.
122. Id at 72, 74.
123. DOUGLAS DAXIN, THE GREEK STRUGGLE FOR INDEPENDENCi: 1821-1833, at 5
(1973).
124. Id
125. DoUGLAs DAKIN, Tim UNIFICATION OF GREECE: 1770-1923, ai 10 (1972).
126. Id It would be inaccurate, however, to believe that the Greeks, even with any
retained liberties, were not greatly deprived of their human rights under the Ottoman Em-
pire. To avoid the theoretical choice under Moslem law of conversion or death, Greek
men had to pay taxes "for the privilege of living." Id "His womenfolk were subject to the
droit du seigneur. His property could be seized and his earnings... were subject to tithes
and other taxes." Id Worse yet was the tribute of Christian children to Ilhe Sultan's corps
of janissaries, which the Greeks called natSoap& wtcc (child-gathering). "Every four years
officials visited each village and levied one in five of the boys between the ages of six and
nine.... [I]t was not uncommon for Greek parents to mutilate their sons to save them
from being carried off." Id at 10-11. Significantly, the last of these "levies" occurred in
1705 in the Macedonian town of Naousa. Id. at 11. See also SAKELLARIOU, Supra note 18,
at 386. "The Ottoman occupation in Macedonia, as in other regions of the empire, was
very oppressive." Id.
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Greece were able to maintain their separate identity in the vast Otto-
man Empire. The Greek Orthodox Church retained a great deal of its
power and privileges. The Turks elevated the Greek Patriarch in Con-
stantinople to ethnarch of the thirteen million Greek Orthodox Chris-
tians in the empire, one quarter of the empire's population. 2 7
Equally important was the continuity of the Greek race, language, and
culture, making Greek history a continuous event that was not halted
by the Turkish occupation?-8
In short, even during this long period of occupation Greece and
its people did not lose their Greek identity. This Greece included
Macedonia, just as it had for thousands of years prior to the Turkish
occupation. "During the time of the Ottoman rule, the name Macedo-
nia survived in the Greek lands and was used by the people to desig-
nate the well-known Greek [land]."' 9
G. The Greeks Begin Their Wars of Independence
Just as the Turks did not conquer Greece all at once, the Greeks
were not able to regain all their territories with one war. In fact, the
first and best known Greek war of independence, fought between
1821 and 1833, brought about an independent Greek state that failed
to include even half the land that makes up modem-day Greece.
130
Greece's next acquisition, the seven Ionian islands, came from Great
Britain in 1864; and its last addition, the Dodekanese, came from Italy
in 1947.131 Greece's remaining territories, making up about half of the
current Greek nation, came from victories over the Turks."
Macedonia played a vital role in the Greek independence move-
ment. The region not only contributed greatly in terms of resources,
but also sacrificed thousands of lives to be united with the rest of
Greece.133 "The historian Kokkinos writes that the geographical posi-
tion and the impossibility of receiving help from the rest of Greece,
127. DArN, supra note 123, at 8-9.
128. DAKiN, supra note 125, at 2.
129. ANDrno-Es, supra note 23, at 15.
130. DAXIN, supra note 123, at 1.
131. ld.
132. Id.
133. DAY.N, supra note 125, at 42. From 1827-1828 alone, "in Constantinople and Asia
Minor, as in Thessaloniki, there had been massacres of the Greeks .... [Tihe authorities
had moreover seized the Patriarch Grigorios and other high clergy and had put them to
death." Id
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gave to the revolts of the Macedonian Greeks a character of self-
sacrifice."'134
The early leader of the Macedonian effort was Emmanuel Papas.
By his order, Thessaloniki was to revolt. Yet before the Macedonians
could act, the Turks executed a harsh offensive. "Thousands perished
in Thessaloniki, and it was to take over half a century for the Greeks
of the city to recover from the blow. '135 Under Papas's command,
Chalkidiki also revolted but was brutally crushed as well. 136 As pun-
ishment, the Turks slaughtered 15,000 Macedonians and completely
burned sixty-eight towns and villages. 37 Macedonian rebellions in
Olympos and Vermio were also defeated.13 3 Thousands more
Macedonians lost their lives, and many women threw their children
and themselves over the falls of the River Arapitsa rather than be
massacred or sold into slavery by the Turks.' 39 In what has been
called "the holocaust of Naousa,"'4 0 following a Turkish victory, the
men were slaughtered and the women and children were sold into
slavery, and 120 towns and villages were burned.' 4'
Although unsuccessful, the Macedonian rebellions were crucial to
the first Greek war of independence. The Macedonians engaged and
inflicted casualties on Turkish forces that otherwise would have been
fighting in the Peloponnese. 42 Also, after losing their local battles,
many of these "Greek warriors" went to the assistance of their fellow
Greeks in the south. To this day, through a special ed:ict, Naousa is
called a "heroic city" and its struggle is celebrated annually in
Greece. 43 Unfortunately, Macedonia had to wait for over fifty years
before finally obtaining its independence from Turkey and unity with
Greece.
134. MArnTS, supra note 39, at 78.
135. DAmiN, supra note 125, at 41.
136. MARnTIs, supra note 39, at 77.
137. Id These figures are derived from Turkish reports. Id.
138. DAKIN, supra note 125, at 41.
139. Id See also MARTIS, supra note 39, at 77.
140. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 76.
141. Id. at 77.
142. DAKIN, supra note 125, at 41.
143. MAR-ns, supra note 39, at 77.
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H. From the Treaty of San Stephano to the Macedonian Struggle
In fact, Macedonia was not reunited with the rest of Greece until
the third war of independence, fought from 1897 to 1908.1" It was
during the years prior to Macedonia's victory over the Ottoman Turks
that the first serious, non-Greek claims were laid on Macedonia. 45
These lasting claims, created and advocated by Bulgaria, originated in
the 1878 Treaty of San Stephano and the Internal Macedonian Revo-
lutionary Organization (IMRO).'"
Under the Treaty of San Stephano, which Russia forced upon the
Turks after defeating them in the 1878 Russo-Turkish war, Bulgaria
was to gain independence from the Turks and the new Bulgarian state
was to include all of Macedonia and Thrace. 47 Russia's creation of a
"Greater Bulgaria" was just one part of the many territorial changes
Russia wished to accomplish through this treaty.148 For Greece "it
was simply preposterous that a pocket of Slav population, because it
suited Russian pan-Slav sentiment and Tsarist imperialism, should be
allowed to spread as a political force into regions where the Greeks
were in strength."'
1 49
Fortunately for Greece, neither Britain nor Austria were in favor
of the Russian and Bulgarian plans for Macedonia. At the 1878 Con-
gress of Berlin this was one of several portions of the Treaty of San
Stephano that the European powers forced Russia to cancel.' 50 The
new Bulgaria did not include Macedonia, which returned to the pre-
San Stephano Turkish administration. 51 However, this was just the
beginning of Bulgarian, as well as Serbian, interest in Macedonia.
Bulgaria now regarded Macedonia as a "prize nearly won," and Serbia
was now forced to concentrate its expansionist goals to the southeast,
towards Macedonia, because Austria, at the Congress of Berlin, had
acquired the right to annex Bosnia and Herzegovina."s
144. DA N, supra note 125, at 159. The second war of independence was fought for
control of Greece's largest island, Crete. It was fought in two phases: the first from 1866
to 1869 and the second from 1896 to 1897. Id. at 107, 149.
145. MAgnTs, supra note 39, at 78-79.
146. I.
147. DAraN, supra note 125, at 132.
148. Id. at 132-33.
149. Id. at 132.
150. Id. at 133-34. General Lindon Simmons, who was part of the British delegation to
the Congress of Berlin, stated that the population of Macedonia was basically Greek.
MA n S, supra note 39, at 78.
151. DAKIN, supra note 123, at 134.
152. Id.
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The pervasive historical existence of Hellenism in Macedonia was
a reality with which any other nationality making a claim on the re-
gion would have to contend. 153 The Greek church remained supreme,
even in many of the Slavic-speaking parts of Macedonia. 154 Greek
education was also predominant in Macedonia, where over one thou-
sand Greek schools served almost 80,000 students. 55 Greeks, for the
most part, controlled the professions and trades in Macedonia, as they
had since the region's birth.' 56 The Bulgarians attacked Hellenism in
Macedonia through the creation of the Internal Macedonian Revolu-
tionary Organization (IMRO) in 1893.1
From its founding, the IMRO had two conflicting causes: Bulga-
rian nationalism and Macedonian autonomy. 58 On the one hand, this
Slav-run organization received its funding and support from Bulgaria
with the goal that once Macedonian autonomy had been secured,
Macedonia would become part of Bulgaria.'59 On the other hand,
there was a strong faction within the IMRO that wanted to gain Mace-
donian autonomy and remain separate from Bulgaria.1 60 It was this
latter faction that was the main force behind the creation of a "Mace-
donian nationality" and slogans like "Macedonia for the Macedoni-
ans.' 161 However, for the vast majority of Macedonians, autonomy
from the Tirks came part and parcel with reunification, with Greece.
The struggle with the IMRO and later with the Thrks is considered the
"Macedonian Struggle" or the "Third War of Independence," fought
from 1897 to 1908.162
The Greek Macedonians knew that the IMRO threat had to be
dealt with first if the goal of reunification with Greece was ever to be
achieved. Greece sent considerable amounts of money163 and
thousands of its men (in the form of "bands") to fight and die in the
153. "Many in western Europe doubted whether Hellenism really existed in Macedonia
and regarded it solely as the invention of the Greek national press. Such people were
proved wrong. Hellenism, though challenged, managed to survive; and it could not have
survived had it not existed." ILd. at 161.
154. Id. at 160.
155. Id.
156. Id. at 161.
157. Id at 162.
158. Im. at 161.
159. Id.
160. Id.
161. ILd. at 162. "The idea of 'Macedonia for the Macedonians' had already found con-
siderable support in Europe, chiefly among ill-informed liberals who in their ignorance
imagined that there existed a Macedonian nationality." IiL
162. Id. at 159.
163. ld. at 163.
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Macedonian Struggle.' The Greeks were eventually victorious over
the IMRO.165 Their victory resulted from a combination of superior
military organization, a degree of tolerance by the Turks toward
Greek attacks on the IMRPO,1' and "the intrinsic strength of Helle-nism in Macedonia."' 67
L The Balkan Wars: Macedonian Independence and
Reunification with Greece
Despite their conflicting claims, Greece, Serbia, Montenegro, and
Bulgaria were able to join together in fighting the Turks in 1912.268
Before winning the First Balkan War, Greece and Serbia entered into
an agreement on the division of Macedonia. 169 Greece would reac-
quire the vast majority of Macedonia, and Serbia would get the north-
west portion of the region.170 They both agreed to "support each
other with all their armed forces to impose this settlement."' 7' This
they actually had to do in the Second Balkan War, as Bulgaria desired
a large part of Macedonia. 72
The Second Balkan War lasted little more than a month, and
ended with a Greek and Serbian victory.17 3 The Treaty of Bucharest,
signed on August 10, 1913, gave Greece "a northern boundary run-ning from just north of Koritsa, between Monastir and Florina, to
Doiran, the south of Strumitsa, Petrich, Neurokopi, to the mouth of
the Mesta."' 74 Serbia gained the Vardar north of and including
Gergeli. 75 "Thus, Bulgaria had signed away the major part of Mace-
164. Id. at 165-70.
165. Id. at 167. The IMRO not only lost to the Greeks, but also to the Serbs, who
established their own Macedonian organization and sent numerous bands to fight in the
struggle. Id.
166. "Trkey... feared the Bulgarian-Macedonian propaganda much more than Helle-
nism." Id. at 168.
167. Id. at 167.
168. Jelavich, supra note 19, at 20. See also DAMN, supra note 125, at 195.
169. DAXiN, supra note 125, at 198.
170. Id.
171. Id.
172. Id. at 198-99. The Bulgarian general, Michal Savov, had always based his policies
on wishful thinking. "In July 1912 he had communicated to Vienna a plan through which
Bulgaria would make use of Russia to obtain alliances with the Serbs and Greeks, would
overcome 7Turkey, then annihilate Serbia with the help of Austria-Hungary, and finally
vanquish Greece." Id. at 198.
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donia to Greece and Serbia," 176 with Greece receiving most of it.177
This, at last, fulfilled the words of the ancient geographer Strabo:
"Macedonia too is Greece."1 78
During World War I, Bulgaria, as part of the Cenlral Powers, oc-
cupied parts of Macedonia.1 79 However, Bulgaria's eventual defeat by
the entente Allies left it with even less of Macedonia than it had previ-
ously been given.180 From the end of World War I to the present, the
borders of the Greek province of Macedonia have remained the same.
J. Macedonia's Population upon Reunification with Greece
The end of the Ottoman Empire did not leave all Greeks and
Turks conveniently within their respective borders. This was espe-
cially true in Macedonia, which was one of the last Greek territories to
be occupied by the Thrks. In 1914, there were 528,000 Greeks and
465,000 Moslems in Macedonia. 181 Meanwhile, there were approxi-
mately 1,800,000 Greeks living on the coast of Asia Minor. Further-
more, 300,000 of Constantinople's 800,000 inhabitants were Greek. 82
In July of 1914, the Young Turks coerced Greece into an ex-
change of populations: the Greeks of Thrace and Smyrna for the
Moslems of Macedonia and Epiros.183 The Turks forced tens of
thousands of Greeks from Asia Minor to leave their homes.184 If
these people had been given a choice, the majority of them probably
would have chosen not to move.18 5 Greece's opposition to this project
could not prevent it from happening.18 6 The exchange of populations
was accelerated after Greece lost the "Fourth War of Independence,"
its attempt to regain control of Thrace and parts of Asia Minor.
187
Significantly, most of these Greek refugees settled in the Greek prov-
ince of Macedonia. Vrith Macedonia's Moslems leaving for Turkey,
Macedonia's population once again became almost eatirely Greek.
176. Id.
177. MARTnS, supra note 39, at 79.
178. ANDRiOTES, supra note 23, at 15.
179. DAMiN, supra note 125, at 214.
180. Jelavich, supra note 19, at 20.
181. DAMaN, supra note 125, at 202.
182. Id at 1.
183. Id at 202.
184. Id
185. Id While these Greeks were in theory free to emigrate or remain, the reality of
Turkey's intent to force this exchange was evident in its immediate transfer of Greeks from
Smyrna to the inhospitable Anatolian mountains. Id
186. Id
187. DAKIN, supra note 123, at 2.
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According to a 1926 League of Nations estimate, almost 90% of Mac-
edonia's total population was Greek, while only 5.1% was Slavic. 188
IV. The Creation Of Yugoslavia and a Second "Macedonia"
Before and particularly during World War I, three regions under
Austro-Hungarian rule-Serbia, Croatia, and Slovenia-began to
yearn for their own independence and for a union of Slavic peoples. 189
From the 1917 Declaration of Corfu and the 1918 Conference at Ge-
neva emerged the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, later
called Yugoslavia.1' ° Significantly, of the component regions and peo-
ples that formed Yugoslavia, a separate region and nationality of
"Macedonia" was not one of them.19' Maps depicting the territorial
formation of Yugoslavia did not mention the name Macedonia, and
the small part of Macedonia that was part of Yugoslavia was simply
considered part of the kingdom of Serbia.192 The LMRO, still backed
by Bulgaria and now fascist Italy, received no recognition for their
claims of a separate "Macedonian nationality."' 93 However, this soon
changed and by 1944 Tito had created one of history's greatest falla-
cies: The People's Republic of Macedonia.
A. Pre-World War IT Activities Surrounding the Issue of
Macedonia
Following World War I, today's Skopje was known as Southern
Serbia and even within Yugoslavia it was treated as part of Serbia.194
Although there was an attempt to "Serbianize" this region's popula-
tion, there was a widespread pro-Bulgarian feeling in the area,
brought about by the IMRO's continued activities. 95 Before World
188. INsTrrE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 11-12.
189. H.C. DARBY E AL., A SHORT HISTORY OF YUGOSLAVIA FROM EARLY TimS T o
1966, at 154-60 (1966).
190. Id. at 162-64.
191. Id. at 165-66. The component parts of Yugoslavia were considered to be: (1) Ser-
bia; (2) Montenegro; (3) Croatia-Slavonia; (4) Dalmatia; (5) Carniola, part of Styria, and
small parts of Carinthia and Istria; (6) Baranja, Backa, and a portion of the Banat; and (7)
Bosnia and Hercegovina. Id. Also, the 1921 census of Yugoslavia showed the existence of
many language groups and religions in the new state, but none was distinctly "Macedo-
nian." Id. at 165.
192. Id. at 166.
193. DIMrrswE DioRaIEvic, THm CnEnAON OF YUGOSLAVIA 1914-1918, at 185-86
(1980).
194. INsrrrTrE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 12.
195. Id.
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War II, this population, for the most part, considered itself
Bulgarian.
196
The Communist organizations before World War II produced
conflicting schemes with regard to Skopje. At the 1922 conference of
the Balkan Communist Federation (BCF), the Bulgarian representa-
tive made the first proposal for an autonomous Macedonia; it would
include Aegean (Greek), Vardarian (Yugoslavian), and Pirin (Bulga-
rian) Macedonia. 97 The Yugoslav Communist Party (CPY) was even-
tually forced to accept the international Communist slogan for a
"united and autonomous/independent Macedonia within a Balkan
Federation.' 98 Although the Greek Communist Party (KKE) ini-
tially objected to this,' 99 it eventually accepted the party line.2°
By the late 1930s and early 1940s, much of this had changed. The
CPY "had abandoned its previous line supporting the right of the Yu-
goslav peoples to secession and oriented itself towards a Yugoslav
Federation." ' Moreover, the KKE soon found the idea of a "united
Macedonia," at Greece's expense, repugnant. 2°
The reaction in 1941 of the Skopjian population to the Bulgarian
occupation of their lands is telling in itself. Just as they had been dur-
ing World War 1,203 the Bulgarian troops were well received when
they occupied Skopje after the Nazi invasion.2z° The Bulgarian troops
were considered "liberators," and even the Skopjian Communists
joined the Bulgarian Communist Party, not the CPY.2 °5 Nevertheless,
the Skopjians quickly became discontented with Bulgaria's social poli-
cies and the pro-Bulgarian feelings became much less emphatic. 2°6
Even at this time the region was not called Macedonia, but instead
Vardar, after the river that runs through it.
2°7
196. STEPHEN E. PALMER, JR. & ROBERT R. KING, YUGOSLAV COMMUNISM AND THE
MACEDONIAN QUESTION 14 (1971).
197. MARTiS, supra note 39, at 82.
198. INSTruTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 12.
199. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 82.
200. INSTITUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 12.
201. Id. at 13.
202. PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 13.
203. Id. at 29.
204. INSTITUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 13.
205. Id.
206. Id
207. DARBY ET AL., supra note 189, at 210 (map).
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B. Tito's Creation: The People's Republic of Macedonia
At the end of World War II, Josip Broz Tito and his Communist
party took control of Yugoslavia.308 Now Yugoslavia, instead of Bul-
garia, would dictate the course of the so-called "Macedonia question."
Tito's plans for the Skopjian region were clear.2 9 On August 2, 1944,
his partisan-led Antifascist Assembly of National Liberation of Mace-
donia (ASNOM) proclaimed the People's Republic of Macedonia as a
Yugoslav federative state.210 In its founding manifesto, the Macedo-
nian National Council "proclaim[ed] to the entire world its just and
resolute aspiration for the unification of the whole Macedonian peo-
ple... based on the right to self-determination." ' "It was the first
time since Alexander the Great that a 'Macedonian' state made its
appearance on the map. Only this time it was invented to serve a
political purpose.... "2 1 2
Tito approached Bulgaria and Greece differently as he attempted
to achieve his goal of bringing Greek and Bulgarian Macedonia into
Yugoslavia's People's Republic of Macedonia. With Bulgaria, a fellow
communist country, he exerted intense diplomatic pressure and was
initially quite successful.2 3 With Greece, Tito chose guerrilla warfare,
but even a politically divided Greece was united in opposition to
Tito's expansionist plans2 4
Communist attempts to seize power in Greece placed the country
in a state of civil war from 1944 to 1949.215 Tito was quick to take
advantage of a divided Greece to promote his goal that "the people of
208. 1& at 236-39.
209. Evangelos Kofos, The Macedonian Question: The Politics of Mutation, in MAcE-
DONIA PAST AND PRESENT 169, 170-71 (Institute for Balkan Studies ed., 1992).
210. INsTrruTE FOR BALKAN STUrs, supra note 7, at 15. This region was previously
known as Vardar Banovina. Rossides, supra note 41, at 14. "The name Vardar Banovina
makes sense because the area of this province of Yugoslavia is centered in the Vardar
Valley." Id. at 16.
211. INsTrrutm FOR BALKAN Sir-umis, supra note 7, at 36. This manifesto was only a
follow-up to previous manifestos issued in Skopje. One such manifesto, issued on October
10, 1943, stated: "Today, we ought to rally all the Macedonian people, irrespective of
whether some felt themselves until yesterday to be Bulgarians, Grecomans or Serbomans."
Id. at 29.
212. Evangelos Kofos, The Making of Yugoslavia's People's Republic of Macedonia, in
MACEDONmA PAST AmD PREsENr 147, 152 (Institute for Balkan Studies ed., 1992).
213. Id. at 158-59. "[Tlhe Bulgarians recognized as a fact that the inhabitants of their
part of Macedonia ceased to be Bulgarians and became 'Macedonians.'" Id. at 159. A
number of other agreements were made concerning Pirin Macedonia "to prepare the peo-
ple for unification." Id.
214. Id. at 154-55, 163-66.
215. EDGAR O'BALLANCE, THm GREE-K Crvu. VAR 1944-1949, at 13 (1966).
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Aegean Macedonia come under the influence of Yugoslavia and their
movement under the guidance of the Yugoslav [Communist
Party]. '2 16 Yugoslavia was the primary supporter of the Greek com-
munist guerrilla organization EAM/ELAS (National People's Libera-
tion Army), and Tito began to claim that the Greek government was
oppressing a Macedonian ethnic minority in Greece.
217
By early 1944, the KKE had given in to some of Tito's demands
and allowed the formation of a Yugoslav-oriented organization within
EAM/ELAS called SNOF (Slav-Macedonian People's Liberation
Front).218 In a matter of months, friction developed between the
Greek and Slav-speaking guerrillas, as it became clear to the KKE
that the SNOF was not following Greek directives, but instead was
there to execute Tito's agenda for the region.219 Open armed conflict
soon resulted between ELAS and SNOF.2 0
SNOF failed, but that did not stop Tito. "In April 1945 a Slav
Macedonian 'People's Liberation Front' (NOF) was established on
Yugoslav initiative for autonomist action in Greek Macedonia." 2 1
Tito continued the rhetorical war he was waging for Greek lands. This
was exemplified by a speech made in Skopje by Diniitar Vlahov, an
influential Tito aide: "Greece has no right to Aegean Macedonia,
neither from the ethnographic and geographic nor from the historic,
political and economic points of view. ''2 2 Ultimately, the KKE was
not willing to support Tito's idea that Greece should cede "Aegean
Macedonia" to Yugoslavia,m and when the KKE decided to endorse
the idea of an "independent Macedonia," it sealed its own fate.24
The decision provoked widespread dissent amongst the KKE's sympa-
thizers and even within its own leadership. In addition, Tito refused
to support a movement that would not turn Greek lands over to
him.225 Thereafter, the Greek Communists were quickly defeated, ex-
216. INsTrUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 16, 46.
217. Id. at 16.
218. Kofos, supra note 209, at 154. See also PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 97.
219. Kofos, supra note 209, at 154-55. On October 10, 1944, a member of the KKE
reported that the leader of SNOF told him: "You can do nothing because my battalion
obeys neither the KKE nor ELAS. We are connected with Serbian Macedonia from where
we receive instructions and liaison men regularly .... The Brigade of Serbia is giving us
5,000 rifles and the appropriate number of sub-machine guns." Id. at 155.
220. Id. at 155.
221. INsTrrUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 16.
222. Id. at 53.
223. PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 13.
224. INsTInUn FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 17-18.
225. Id. at 18.
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posing the close connection between the Greek Civil War and the
Macedonian question3 '
Around the same time, Tito's efforts encountered another set-
back. Tito's aggression in the Balkans conflicted with the Soviet
Union's desire for supremacy over the international communist move-
ment, and in June 1948 Stalin expelled Tito from the Eastern bloc.m
Siding with Stalin, Bulgaria was now free of Tito's domination and
began a Bulgarian counteroffensive in Tito's Macedonia.? Tito
fought this new Bulgarian separatist movement by "promot[ing] the
idea of Macedonia's separate ethnic and linguistic identity, in order to
sever any emotional links between the local population and the one
next door in Bulgaria." 9
C. The Creation of a False Macedonian Nationalism
By the fall of 1949, Yugoslavia was internationally isolated, hav-
ing split with the Eastern bloc yet lacking support from the West.
Desperate for Western support, Tito was forced to put his "definitive
solution of the Macedonian problem" on hold.P I Nevertheless, the
1950s saw the beginning of a new Yugoslav policy regarding this issue,
"concentrated on forging and consolidating the new national identity
of the Slav population in Yugoslav Macedonia while neutralizing all
antagonistic elements." 2 The creation of a new state called the Peo-
ple's Republic of Macedonia was not enough, as this was "an edifice
without foundations, since it was based on an artificial concoction." 3
Tito and his successors would create artificial foundations to support
their new edifice through the false formation of a "Macedonian" na-
226. EvANGF-Los KoFos, THm IMPACt OF THE MACEDONIAN QUESrON Ol CvL CON.
rucr n GREECE (1943-1949) (Hellenic Foundation for Defense and Foreign Policy Occa-
sional Papers No. 3, 1989). Kofos begins this paper by writing. "Hardly one single issue
had such diverse and longstanding repercussions on the inception, planning, conduct and
perception of the Greek Civil War as the Macedonian question." Id. at 3.
227. IsTrrutm FOR BALKAN STuDiEs, supra note 7, at 17.
228. Id. See also Kofos, supra note 212, at 166-67. "As it frequently happens in Balkan
politics, the situation reversed itself once again and Yugoslavia found herself under threat
of losing even her own part of Macedonia.... IT]he Soviet Union allowed the revengeful
Bulgarians to foment anew a separatist movement within the People's Republic of Mace-
donia." Id. at 166.
229. Kaplan, supra note 40, at 99.
230. INsrrruTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 18.
231. 1d.
232. Id.
233. MARTrs, supra note 39, at 12.
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tionality, a "Macedonian" language, a "Macedonian" history, a "Mac-
edonian" church, and finally, a "Macedonian" mission.-'
Tito had created a "Macedonian" nationality with one fell swoop
in 1943 with the primary objective of differentiating the population of
his Macedonia from the Bulgarians.235 While the other five republics
forming the Yugoslav Federation satisfied actual racial or national cri-
teria, "the Socialist Republic of Macedonia was created out of polit-
ical criteria only, since its population had no relation with the
Macedonians or the Macedon of antiquity." 236 Even Stalin gave his
encouragement for the creation of this new nationality when he made
the assertion: "That a Macedonian consciousness has not yet devel-
oped among the population is of no account. ' '237 Tito certainly agreed
with him on this point, as he believed this false "Macedonian con-
sciousness" would eventually develop among Skopje's population.
In 1944, ASNOM passed a resolution declaring "Macedonian"
their republic's official language?38 Up until that point, the language
spoken by Skopjians had been considered a dialect of Bulgarian.
239 It
is still a "language" made up primarily of western Bulgarian words
with some Greek, Albanian, Turkish, and Vlach words.2 40 Because of
the relative newness of the "Macedonian" language, it should come as
no surprise that even by the 1970s there was very little available in
"Macedonian" literature.
241
The Yugoslav Communists were quick to mold "Macedonian"
history to assist in their goal of creating a "Macedonian" conscious-
ness in Skopje.24 2 To this day, "[t]he treatment of Macedonian history
has the same primary goal as the creation of the Macedonian lan-
guage-to de-Bulgarize the [Skopjians] and create a separate national
234. Kofos, supra note 209, at 171-73.
235. PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 153. "This anti-Bulgarian or de-Bulgarizing
aspect of Macedonian culture has been one of the principal forces behind Belgrade's en-
couragement of culture." I&a at 154.
236. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 86. Until Tito decided to create one, there never was a
"Macedonian race." Rossides, supra note 41, at 18.
237. INsTrrurE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 48.
238. PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 154.
239. Id. "Even those who claim that a separate Macedonian language existed before
1945 admit all these dialects have a very close affinity to Bulgaria." Id. The Macedonian
"language" of today is made up primarily of Western Bulgarian words with some Greek,
Albanian, Turkish, and Vlach words. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 86.
240. MARTIS, supra note 39, at 86.
241. PALMER & KING, supra note 196, at 157.
242. 1&. at 159.
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consciousness."2 43 This rewriting of history has clearly come at the
expense of Greek history and culture.244 While Macedonian history
has always been regarded as an integral part of Greek history, it has
now been adopted and falsified into Skopje's new history.24 5 Every-
thing from Alexander the Great to Cyril and Methodius to the very
capital of northern Greece (Thessaloniki) have been made part of
Skopje's Macedonian history, instead of Greece's history 
46
One artificial foundation that was somewhat embarrassing for
Yugoslavia's Communists to encourage was the creation of an in-
dependent "Macedonian" Church? 47 Against the emphatic objections
of the Serbian Orthodox Patriarch and the Ecumenical Patriarch of all
Orthodox Churches, the Yugoslav government recognized the auto-
cephalous Macedonian Orthodox Church.248 This "Macedonian"
church has never been recognized by any of the other Orthodox
Churches, as its creation violated all the canons of the Eastern Ortho-
dox Church?249
All these artificial foundations have come to support the most
internationally damaging creation: the "Macedonian" mission. This
mission seeks the unification of Greece's Macedonia and Bulgaria's
Pirin Macedonia with Skopje's region. 50 Originally, the intent was to
bring both territories into the Yugoslav Federation? 5 ' Now, however,
with the breakup of the six-region federation of Yugoslavia, Macedo-
nian unification has turned into a national Skopjian goal. This harsh
political reality is the primary reason why Greece cannot tolerate the
international recognition of Skopje as the Republic of Macedonia. To
do so would not only threaten a great part of Greek history and cul-
ture, but would also jeopardize a third of the land that makes up mod-
em Greece.252
D. Tito Did Not Fool the West... at the Time
The Greeks and the Bulgarians were not the only ones to reject
Tito's creation of a united "Macedonia." The powerful nations of the
243. 1d
244. MAnTS, supra note 39, at 11-12.
245. Id.
246. See CImZENS' MOVEMENT, supra note 11.
247. Kofos, supra note 209, at 172.
248. PALMER & KiNG, supra note 196, at 169-72.
249. Kofos, supra note 209, at 172.
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West and even the newly formed United Nations were aware of Tito's
objectives and rejected his expansionist claims. The statements which
emanated from Great Britain and the United States exemplified this
understanding.
British Captain D.S.M. MacDonald made the following observa-
tion regarding Skopje on November 18, 1944: "In their propaganda
the emphasis is all the time on Macedonian National Indepen-
dence.... They claim the boundaries will run from the river Metsa to
Ohrid and from Saloniki to Kumanovo. ''12 3 This was followed a
couple of months later with a report from British Brigadier Fitzroy
Maclean who stated that "some leading Macedonians would like to
see the present frontiers of Macedonia extended at the expense of
Greece and Bulgaria."'
The U.S. State Department responded to an earlier memoran-
dum it received from the British embassy by writing: "[T]he United
States Government... concurs... in the view of the British Govern-
ment that there is no legitimate basis for any claim made on behalf of
'Macedonia,' whether as an independent state or as part of Yugoslavia
...to territory within the boundaries of Greece."" 5 The United
States position was clearly articulated by Secretary of State Edward
Stettinus in a statement issued on December 26, 1944 which read:
The Department has noted with considerable apprehension increas-
ing propaganda rumors and semi-official statements in favor of an
autonomous Macedonia .... This Government considers talk of
Macedonian "nation," Macedonian "Fatherland," or Macedonian
"national consciousness" to be unjustified demagoguery represent-
ing no ethnic or political reality, and sees in its present revival a
possible cloak for aggressive intentions against Greece. The ap-
proved policy of this Government is to oppose any revival of the
Macedonian issue as related to Greece. The Greek section of Mac-
edonia is largely inhabited by Greeks, and the Greek people are
almost unanimously opposed to the creation of a Macedonian
state.
56
In addition to these clear policy statements from the Western
powers, the United Nations General Assembly was itself aware,
through its Special Committee on the Balkans, of Yugoslavia's inter-
253. INSTrrTUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 38.
254. Id at 40.
255. Id. at 44.
256. Id. at 42-43.
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ference with Greek Macedonia? 7 Ironically, it is through the West-
ern powers and the United Nations that Skopje is now gaining
international credibility. Yet all that has changed is the name and the
situation; instead of being the "People's Republic of Macedonia"
within Yugoslavia, it is now an independent "Republic of Macedonia."
The expansionist goals and the falsification of history are not gone,
and the threat to Greece is not over.
V. Skopje: Its Continued Expansionist Threat and Its Fight
for International Recognition Under the Name
"Macedonia"
It is only with an understanding of the history described above
that one can appreciate the current Greek position regarding Skopje.
Granted, Skopje is a relatively poor and underdeveloped nation, pos-
ing little imminent harm to Greece's national security25 8 However,
Greece is not concerned simply with its current security, and the dy-
namics of this issue should make it apparent that Greece cannot help
but feel that its future is threatened. The former Yugoslav republic
has not emerged as Skopje, but as "Macedonia," and it has brought
with it all the artificial foundations laid by Tito and his successors.
Unfortunately, the international community has apparently forgotten
the artificiality of this "Macedonia" and is giving credibility to the
fabrications created by the [MRO and Tito. With its agenda un-
changed, as is evident in its actions, Skopje's "Macedonia" poses no
less of a threat to Greece's future today than it did as part of
Yugoslavia.
A. Skopje's Threatening Agenda Is No Different Now As an
Independent Republic
One need not look too deeply to see that Skopje has done little to
change its traditionally unsettling agenda. Everything, from its consti-
tution to its maps, from its books to statements made by its officials,
lead to one conclusion: Greece's anxiety concerning this new republic
is clearly justified. 59 The modern manifestations of a Skopjian threat
to Greece are numerous.
257. Report of the United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans, U.N. GAOR, 4th
Sess., Supp. No. 8, U.N. Doc. A/935 (1949).
258. Kevin Hope, Fresh Balkan Conflict Feared over Macedonia, FIN. TIMss, Feb. 20,
1991, § 1, at 2.
259. See CrrNezs' MovEmrE r, supra note 11.
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If a constitution is the foundation of a country, then Greece has
every reason to fear Skopje's foundation. The preamble to the 1991
Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia shows the continued ex-
pansionist goals of this republic. It states: "Resting upon the histori-
cal decisions of the Anti-Fascist Assembly of the People's Liberation
of Macedonia (ASNOM) ... the Assembly of the Republic of Mace-
donia adopts [this] Constitution. '2 60 As has already been explained,
ASNOM's founding manifesto "proclaim[ed] to the wo:rld its ... reso-
lute aspiration for the unification of the whole Macedonian peo-
ple."'261 If the preamble's meaning is not clear enough, then clarity is
achieved through the report of ASNOM's first session, in which AS-
NOM "proclaimed that it will not stint on support or sacrifice for the
liberation of the other two segments of [their] nation and for the gen-
eral unification of the entire Macedonian people. 2 62 One of these
"other two segments" is obviously Greece's long-time province of
Macedonia. Thus, the very constitution of this new republic spells out
its continued aggression towards Greece.
That this constitution was approved is not surprising when one
looks at Skopje's leading political party and political representatives.
The leading political party in Skopje is the VMRO, a resurrection of
the IMRO.263 The VMRO made its position clear in its 1990 electoral
manifesto, stating that "[t]he VMRO considers that those parts of the
Macedonian nation living under the occupation of Greece... consti-
tute not a national minority but the enslaved parts of the Macedonian
nation."26 Skopje's political leaders have maintained this flow of pro-
vocative rhetoric. Kiro Gligorov, the new republic's President, de-
clared in 1991: "A new struggle is under way, so that we can tell...
the world the truth about those parts of the Macedonian nation in
Serbia, Greece, and Bulgaria which were divided and enslaved after
the Balkan Wars."2 65 As Virginia Tsouderou, a Greek official, ex-
plained in reference to the "truth" emerging from Skopje, "a crime
has been committed at the expense of truth [by the] Skopjians.
'2 66
260. INsTITUTE FOR BALKAN STUDIES, supra note 7, at 65.
261. L at 36.
262. ld. The first session of ASNOM was in August of 1944. Id.
263. CITIZENS' MOVEMENT, supra note 11, at 3.
264. INSTITE FOR BALKAN SUDIES, supra note 7, at 64.
265. Id. at 65. Earlier, Ljupce Georgievski, leader of the VMRO, asserted: "Pirin, Ae-
gean and Vadar Macedonia do not constitute 'Great Macedonia' but sim3ly Macedonia. If
we talk about 'Great Macedonia' we have to include Belgrade, Sofia, Thessaly, Valona,
etc." Id. at 64.
266. News Review, HELLENIC J., June 3, 1993, at 1.
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These threats to Greek territory do not stop with Skopjian poli-
tics. They also manifest themselves in educational materials through-
out Skopje. Skopje's newly published school books (produced by the
government) indoctrinate young Skopjians into believing the IRMO's
false history of "Macedonia."2 67 Maps produced by a government-af-
filiated publishing house in Skopje show the Republic of "Macedonia"
as encompassing Greek Macedonia, including Thessaloniki and
Mount Olympus. 26
In addition, the symbols adopted by Skopje reveal a persistent
effort to create a new history for the Skopjian people. In 1990, soon
after declaring its independence from Yugoslavia, Skopje adopted a
flag with a golden, sixteen-pointed star on a red backgroundV 69 This
star represents the Vergina Sun emblem of the Royal Dynasty of Mac-
edonia, which included Philip II and Alexander the GreatY270 In 1992,
Skopje issued currency with the White Tower of Thessaloniki printed
on it. 71 Thus, Skopje's national symbols are those that belong to an-
other people, another region, and another history; they belong to
Greece.
Finally, one cannot ignore the point on which the international
media has focused: Skopje's use of the name Macedonia. While it is
frustrating to the Greeks to see their "own heritage and identity being
hijacked and subverted" by Skopje, they see this problem as clearly
political. 2 The Republic of "Macedonia" and much of what it stands
for is a destabilizing threat to Greece.273 To the Greeks, the Skopji-
ans' agenda is like a spreading virus and Skopje's use of the name
Macedonia "is the major manifestation of the sickness."' 74
B. Greece's Response to This Situation and Skopje's Claims
As Professor Basil Kondis explains, "The systematic counterfeit-
ing of the history of Macedonia by the Skopjians since 1944 and their
attempt to monopolize the name 'Macedonia' were considered by the
267. Evagelos Kofos, TcL .t6apa i3tl3x-'cL cv Xrontriv [The "Nonsense" Books of
Skopje], To Brqpa, Dec. 19, 1993, at B3. See also INSTITUTE FOR BALKAN SruDIES, supra
note 7, at 63.
268. CrzENs' Mov,,EnN, supra note 11, at 7-8. See Map 2.
269. Greece Demands Macedonia Take 16-Point Star off Flag, N. Y. TiMES IN-'L., Jan. 9,
1994, at Y5.
270. CrTzENs' MovEhmE', supra note 11, at 4. See Figure 1.
271. 1d at 5. See Figure 2.
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Greek people as absurd and unworthy of their attention. '275 How-
ever, the acceptance of Skopje's fallacious theories by members of the
international community who act either out of conscious or ignorant
disregard of historical truth, has caused Greeks to react ardently.
2 76
As Greek Foreign Minister Michalis Papaconstantinou explains, "We
always thought it self-evident that Macedoniafns] were Greek, and so
never bothered to counter the view that they weren't. I, for one, re-
gret this now, because through its propaganda, Skopje has gained the
upper hand in promoting its so-called Macedonia[n] national
identity. "277
While Greek feelings on this issue run deep,278 Greece has shown
itself to be patient and diplomatic. In addition to declaring its respect
for its neighbors' borders,279 Greece has taken the initiative "to get all
[of Skopje's] neighbors to make a common declaration reaffirming
their respect for each other's borders. ' 280 Greece also supported Eu-
ropean Community (EC) initiatives giving humanitarian and eco-
nomic aid to Skopje28 and has promised to contribute to Skopje's
development and prosperity if it will abandon its "unhistoric and pro-
vocative positions.''28 Former Prime Minister Constantine Mitsotakis
even compromised to the point of accepting composite names such as
"New Macedonia' '283 or "Slavo-Macedonia. ' 84 Nevertheless, Skopje
275. Kondis, supra note 43, at 9.
276. MARTiS, supra note 39, at 12. See also Leslie H. Gelb, "Macedonia"for Greece,
N.Y. TIMES, June 12, 1992, at A25. Former Greek Prime Minister Constantine Mitsotakis
explains: "'Perhaps Greece didn't provide enough historical information soon enough to
the West' before their positions were staked out. . . ." Id.
277. Helena Smith, Letter from Greece, NEw STATESMAN & Soc'Y, Mcir. 26, 1993, at 11.
278. Wreckognition: Yugoslavia, ECONOMIST, Jan. 18, 1992, at 48.
279. See Nikos Papaconstantinou, NEw REPUBLIC, Mar. 1, 1993, at 4 (letter to the
editor).
280. An Old Cockpit: Macedonia, ECONOMIST, Nov. 14, 1992, at 59.
281. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Nations, supra
note 8, at 5.
282. Andreas Papandreou, Greek Prime Minister, Government Policy Statement,
Chamber of Deputies (1993). "Greek authorities have emphasized Greece's interests in
regional stability and have pointed to Greece's eventual role as facilitator to [the FYRM's]
economic recovery, once the bilateral dispute is resolved." JULIE KIM & CAROL
MIGDALovrrz, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, MACEDONIA: FOR MER YUGOSLAV
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA SITUATION UPDATE 8 (1994).
283. A Country by Any Other Name: Greece and Macedonia, ECONOMIST, Apr. 3,1993,
at 50.
284. See Peter James Spielmann, Albania Objects to the Name "Slavo-Macedonia,"
HELLENIC J., June 17, 1993, at 1 (Albania objected to "Slavo-Macedonia" because it be-
lieved it ignored the non-Slavic Albanian minority in Skopje).
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has not budged and maintains an inflexible position at all U.N.-spon-
sored negotiation meetings285
Skopje's stubbornness receives little admiration amongst Greeks
who, with regard to this issue, "[have] united as [they have] rarely
been throughout ... their 2,500 years of democracy."186 The day
before the EC's 1992 Edinburgh summit, "in the biggest demonstra-
tion in living memory, 1,300,000 Greeks took to the streets of Athens
to warn the EC that Macedonia was theirs." 2s8 Some months later,
nearly a million people demonstrated on this issue in Thessaloniki,
located in Greek Macedonia. s This hardly seems like the voice of an
"enslaved people." The passion and unity involved in these Greek
protests is even more clear when one considers that Greece's popula-
tion is less than eleven million people.
The expiration of Greek patience is exemplified by the position
of Greece's current Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou, who seems
more staunch on this issue than his predecessor Mitsotakis.8 9 After
reflecting on two years of inflexibility from Skopje, Mr. Papandreou's
government declared "that the Greek government and the Greek peo-
ple will never recognize a state with a name including the word 'Mace-
donia' or any derivative of it, as this denomination is the origin of the
causes that hinder the establishment of peaceful relations and create
destabilizing trends in the region."291 On February 16, 1994, Greece
instituted economic sanctions against Skopje, refusing to allow goods
going to or coming from Skopje to pass through the port of Thes-
saloniki. 91 Because Skopje is landlocked, Thessaloniki has been its
principal port?89 On the same day these sanctions were announced,
Greece closed its consulate in Skope.2 93 Mr. Papandreou explained,
"From the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia ... until today,
285. See Letter from Karolos Papoulias, Foreign Minister of Greece, to Boutros-Bout-
ros Ghali, Secretary General of the United Nations (Nov. 5, 1993) (on file with author).
286. Gelb, supra note 276, at A25.
287. Helen Smith, Legacy of Alexander: Macedonia's Bid for Freedom Has Stirred
Greek Nationalism, NEw STATESmAN & Soc'y, Jan. 15, 1993, at 15.
288. What's the Greek for Thatcher and Rocard?, EcoNosUSr, May 22, 1993, at G9.
289. See Letter from Karolos Papoulias, supra note 285, at 3.
290. Id.
291. Nikos Konstandaras, Greece Puts Heat on Neighbor, S.F. CHRo., Feb. 17,1994, at
A14. Greece is still allowing goods needed for humanitarian reasons to pass through its
port to Skopje. Id.
292. Id.
293. Kim & MIGDALovrrz, supra note 282, at 14.
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Skopje has not taken a single step showing moderation or good
sense."
294
However, recently Mr. Papandreou appeared to be relaxing his
government's stand. During an official visit to the United States, Mr.
Papandreou explained to President Clinton that Greece would be will-
ing, unlike before, to make the issue of the name "Macedonia" a sepa-
rate matter for negotiation.295 Yet, he said normalized relations,
including a lifting of the embargo, could not be achieved until Skopje
declared the irredentist portions of its constitution invalid and re-
moved the Vergina Sun from its national flag. 96 By emphasizing
these two issues as opposed to the issue of the name Macedonia,
Greece is showing that it sees "the name [as] ... merely emblematic of
an overall aggressive policy toward Greece."2 97
While some may question the intensity with which Greece re-
gards this matter, given Greece's history of invasion and occupation,
the fears its people have of expansionism are justified and reason-
able.298 This is not just a historical or cultural affront to Greece; it is
also a mortal threat.2 99 As a former government minister explained,
"If Skopje is allowed to call itself Macedonia, it will be a live serpent
hissing at Greece's door."3"
Greece knows Skopje sees the name "Macedonia" as a very valu-
able future asset, one which it can use in negotiating with other coun-
tries.301 Skopje has already entered into an alliance of sorts with
Turkey, one of the first countries to recognize Skopje. 32 Turkey is
Greece's perennial enemy.30 3 "The Turkish Fourth Army facing
Greece, remains undiminished; it has a fleet of more than 100 landing-
craft; it assiduously practices river crossings. Should' not Greece be
294. Koustandaras, supra note 291, at A14.
295. Greece Outlines Terms for Ties, WAsH. TiMEs, Apr. 26, 1994, at A13.
296. Id.
297. KIM & MIGDALovrrz, supra note 282, at 3.
298. Smith, supra note 277, at 11.
299. Lawday, supra note 8, at 7.
300. I1
301. Elias Clis, Current Challenges in Greek Foreign Policy, HELLENIC J., Apr. 8, 1993,
at 10. See also Henry Kamm, For Greeks, It Is More Than a Name, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 23,
1994, available in LEXIS, News Library, Nyt File.
302. Time Runs Out, ECONOMIST, Apr. 3, 1993, at 50.
303. Rossides, supra note 41, at 10. To this day, Greeks in Turkey continue to be the
victims of atrocious violations of human rights. See generally HELSINKI WATCH, HUMAN
RIGHTS WATCH, DENYING HuMAN RIGHTS AND ETHNIC IDENTITY: THE GREEKS oF TUR.
KEY (1992).
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fearful?' '3 4 An affirmative answer is the only logical response if one
looks to the events of the past and the present.
C. The International Community Has Responded Hypocritically
and Naively to Skopje's Call for Recognition as
"Macedonia"
No nation, including Greece, has protested Skopje's indepen-
dence and the idea of recognizing that region as an independent state.
However, Greece fought against the international recognition of a
Skopje with a name, flag, constitution, and political objective that ad-
vocate nothing less than hostile claims to the northern Greek province
of Macedonia.30 As has already been shown, both the U.N. and the
Western countries were aware of and opposed to Tito's agenda behind
the creation of his "Macedonia." Unfortunately, the West has curi-
ously forgotten this recent history and is acting inconsistently with its
past and even its present foreign policies.
1. The United States Position on "Macedonia"
Until recently, the United States demonstrated a great deal of
insight on issues between Skopje and Greece. As has already been
pointed out, in 1944 the U.S. Secretary of State called "talk of a Mace-
donian nation.., or Macedonian national consciousness... unjusti-
fied demagoguery representing no ethnic or political reality. ' "'° Also,
on March 25, 1993, President Clinton made the following statement:
On Macedonia: Here I also take seriously the concerns that have
been raised by Greece. Like Athens, we believe that a solution to
the dispute over the name of the former Yugoslav republic must be
found rapidly to avoid the spread of further instability .... [Y]ou
can be sure that the United States will not allow the security of such
a close friend and ally as Greece to be threatened in any way.307
It certainly did not appear that President Clinton had changed his
mind on helping Greece with this issue when he sent U.S. soldiers to
Skopje to prevent the violence in Bosnia from spreading.3 s The Clin-
ton administration has sent approximately 600 U.S. troops to
304. A New Great Idea, EcoNoWsr, May 22, 1993, at G13.
305. A Country by Any Other Name, supra note 283, at 50.
306. INs'rrtrrn FOR BALKAN STtmis, supra note 7, at 42-43.
307. President Clinton Addresses Greek-Americans on Independence Day, HE.tc J.,
Apr. 8, 1993, at 3.
308. John Pomfret, U.S. Troops Arrive in Macedonia, S.F. CHRON., July 6, 1993, at A7.
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Skope.309 The administration explains that the role of U.S. troops in
Skopje "will be only to observe the republic's borders, particularly
those with Serbia and Albania.
310
Nevertheless, in a move that angered Greece and caused
thousands of Greeks to protest, the Clinton administration suddenly
gave Skopje formal U.S. recognition.3 11 On February 9, 1994, Presi-
dent Clinton directly violated one of his campaign pledges and recog-
nized the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.312 Strangely
enough, this newly recognized republic was no different than the one
the United States condemned in 1944 and expressed strong reserva-
tions towards in the 1990s. Is the difference that Tito is now dead and
this "Republic of Macedonia" claims to be a democracy? 313 Is the
Clinton administration a victim of Skopje's hired American public re-
lations company, which is widely known for "repackaging the image of
countries.., with a negative record?" 314 While such considerations
are irrelevant to Greece's long held concerns, one can only wonder as
to the answer.
In his FYROM recognition statement, President Clinton ex-
plained that this move came "in recognition of the democratic expres-
sion of the citizens of the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia." 31 5 This position is hard to reconcile with the citizens'
choice of Kiro Gligorov, a "former communist party apparatchik and
Tito prot6g6," to be their president.316 Moreover, it seems unreasona-
ble for the United States to recognize the FYROM, with its threaten-
ing territorial claims against Greece, "a long term NATO ally,
317
309. Steven R. Bowman, Bosnia & Macedonia. U.S. Military Operations, CRS Issue
Brief, The Library of Congress, June 15, 1994, at 8.
310. Id
311. Protest March at U.S. Consulate, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 16, 1994, at All. This recogni-
tion was, at least, made under the name "Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" and
not "Macedonia."
312. Rossides, supra note 41, at 16.
313. Gelb, supra note 276, at A25.
314. Clis, supra note 301, at 10. Skopje hired the public relations company Hill &
Knowlton. Id Hill & Knowlton's previous clients included Turkey, Iraq, and Kuwait. Id.
One of the company's publications describes the climate of Skopje's 'coastal areas" as
"mild and Mediterranean." Id However, unless Greek Macedonia is included within
Skopje's borders, Skopje is completely landlocked.
315. The Complete Text of the White House Statement on Recogniton of the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, HELLE-Ic J., Feb. 24,1994, at 3 [hereinafter White House
Statement].
316. Rossides, supra note 41, at 18.
317. KIM & MIGDALOVITZ, supra note 282, at 10.
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merely because the FYROM claims to be a democracy. As Professor
Stephen G. Miller explains:
[T]he U.S. State Department assumes that the fall of communism
has somehow changed the goals of the Skopje government. The
same people who grew up under a Tito-trained regime that believed
that northern Greece was a part of its destiny are still in power, but
they have now been recognized by our government, and that action
by our State Department will only serve to encourage their
ambitions.
318
Clinton further stated that in extending recognition, his adminis-
tration had taken into account the FYROM's "respect for the territo-
rial integrity of all of its neighbors and the inviolability of existing
boundaries. 319 This statement is in direct conflict with the primary
objection Greece has to the international recognition of the FYROM,
an objection the United States appeared to understand and support
until February 9, 1994.
President Clinton's reversal of U.S. policy on Skopje was met
with criticism both in Greece and in the United States. Greeks, espe-
cially in the Greek province of Macedonia, protested vigorously and
called President Clinton a "traitor" after his sudden and alarming
change in position.320 In the United States, Congresswoman Olympia
Snowe, along with over forty Congressional cosponsors, introduced
House Congressional Resolution 210, which expressed strong disap-
proval of the President's moveY1l
Without making clear its reason for doing so, the Clinton admin-
istration again reversed its position regarding Skopje by "delaying a
decision to establish full diplomatic relations with the [FYROM]. ' ' rn
This latest reversal may have been in response to the Congressional
pressures mentioned above, or possibly due to a renewed understand-
ing of Greece's concerns.
318. Stephen G. Miller, Letters to the Editor, HELLENic J., Mar. 10. 1994, at 3.
319. White House Statement, supra note 315, at 3.
320. Greeks Protest U.S. Recognition of Macedonia, N.Y. Tumms, Feb. 16, 1994, at A4.
321. Rossides, supra note 41, at 2. The resolution calls on the President to reconsider
the decision and to withdraw diplomatic recognition until such time as the Skopje regime
renounces its use of the name Macedonia, removes objectionable language in paragraph 49
of its constitution, removes symbols which imply territorial expansion such as the Vergina
Sun on its flag, ceases propaganda against Greece, and adheres fully to the principles of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. News Review, HEnuric J., Mar. 10,
1994, at 1.
322. Steve Greenhouse, State Department Criticizes White House on Macedonia Ties,
N.Y. Tnvms, Apr. 19, 1994, at A6.
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The flip-flop in the U.S. position on Skopje may be best under-
stood through the eyes of an American with an understanding of Bal-
kan history. Monteagle Steams, a former U.S. Ambassador to
Greece, explains that "it [is] difficult for Americans to understand the
essence of the Skopje issue as few parallels [can] be found in the
United States." a3  He goes on to say that "Americans are not aware
of the historical dimension of the issue and... [w]ithout this knowl-
edge, it is difficult for Americans to comprehend the entire issue.
324
Mr. Steams concludes: "In a country that has adopted many 'old
names,' such as New England, New Mexico, etc., it is difficult to con-
vince the citizens that the name has substance. And this applies to
everyone except those who know Greece and history.
'"325
2. The European Community's Position on "Macedonia"
The European Community, from which one would expect Greece
would receive consistent support, has provided even less support than
the United States. Skopje applied for EC recognition on December
20, 1991 under the name "Republic of Macedonia. ' 326 Appearing to
understand the concerns of its fellow member-state, the EC countries
announced that the "Republic of Macedonia" could only achieve rec-
ognition if it changed its name. 327 The EC also declared that prior to
recognition, Skopje must commit itself to "adopt[ing] constitutional
and political guarantees ensuring that it has no territorial claims to-
wards a neighboring community state;.., conduct no hostile propa-
ganda activities versus a neighboring community state; and ... not
make use of a denomination which implies territorial claims." 328
However, apparently forgetting their original position on this is-
sue, on December 16, 1993, six EC nations-Britain, Denmark,
France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands-publicly agreed to uni-
laterally establish diplomatic relations with Skopje regardless of the
status of the EC's recognition of Skopje.329 "Not surprisingly, Greece,
which assume[d] the [EC] presidency on January 1st, [1994], be-
323. News Review, HELLENIC J., Feb. 24, 1994, at 1.
324. 1&
325. Id. See also Miller, supra note 318, at 3. Professor Miller expressed his embarrass-
ment of his fellow Americans' ignorance of the history surrounding the Skopje issue. Id.
Even President Clinton stated that "Iflor many Americans, the question of the use of the
name 'Macedonia' may seem hard to understand." Rossides, supra note 41, at 15.
326. Weller, supra note 1, at 593.
327. Smith, supra note 287, at 15.
328. Rossides, supra note 41, at 19.
329. KIM & MIGDALOVIrZ, supra note 282, at 2-3.
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lieve[d] the recognition to be a deliberately timed act of betrayal by its
partners."330 The Western European Union, the EC's military arm,
had already voted to request that Greece recognize Skopje.3 31 This
vote came after nine EC members conducted a closed session in which
Greece was not included.332
Greece believed their European partners, who now recognized
Skopje, "had turned their backs on [EC] solidarity."3 33 Ironically,
when Greece imposed economic sanctions on Skopje, the EC criti-
cized Greece for not consulting with its EC partners before acting.3 4
Yet, as Greek Foreign Minister Karolos Papoulias asserted, "it was
not Greece that had hurt the Community's solidarity but, rather, those
who support the intransigence of [the FYROM] President Kiro
Gligorov and tolerate his historically unfounded claims. 335
In an unprecedented move, the EC decided to take legal action
against Greece, bringing Greece before the European Court of Jus-
tice.3 36 According to EC treaties, Greece is prohibited from unilater-
ally sanctioning the FYROM unless it can show there is a threat to
public order and safety.337 As has already been explained, Greece
considers actions taken by the FYROM to be a threat to its national
security, particularly in the future. The EC apparently disagrees. Of-
fering one explanation for why EC countries may not understand the
security threat Skopje could pose for Greece, Theodoros Kouloumbis,
president of the Hellenic Foundation for Defense and Foreign Policy,
explained that "Belgium, for example, doesn't have any security con-





While the EC asked for an injunction against the embargo, it first
requested an emergency interim judgment from the European Court
330. Foreign Policy a la Carte? European Union, EcoNousr, Dec. 25, 1994, at 63.
331. Christopher Bums, EC Discusses Recognition of Skopje by Year's End, HELLENIC
J., Dec. 16, 1993, at 1.
332. Id.
333. EU Asks for Greek Explanation of FYROM Sanctions, HEL.ENIc J., Feb. 24,1994,
at 6.
334. Patrick Quinn, Greece Slams Door on Macedonia; EU Partners Angry, HELLENIc
J., Feb. 24, 1994, at 1.
335. EU Asks for Greek Explanation of FYROM Sanctions, supra note 333, at 6.
336. William D. Montalbano & Tyler Marshall, Fasten Your Seat Belt: Greece Gives EU
a Bumpy Ride, L.A. TnMs (Wash. Edition), May 10, 1994, available in LEXIS, New Li-
brary, Latwas File.
337. EU Asks for Greek Explanation of FYROM Sanctions, supra note 333, at 6.
338. Greek Presidency at Odds with Rest of EU on Foreign Policy, HELLENIc J., Feb.
24, 1994, at 6.
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of Justice.339 This would have required Greece to lift its trade em-
bargo, at least temporarily.340 However, in June 1994, the Court is-
sued a ruling in favor of Greece and refused to order Greece to lift its
trade embargo against Skopje." 1
Greece has maintained its embargo, and says it will not lift it until
Skopje has "provided concrete examples of goodwill. 3 42 Specifically,
Greece wants the irredentist portions of Skopje's constitution de-
clared invalid and the Vergina Sun removed from Skopje's flag. 3
3. The United Nations Current Treatment of "Macedonia"
The U.N. has been more understanding of Greece's concerns.
The U.N. Security Council voted to grant Skopje U.N. membership,
but with several reservations. 3 " These reservations include: (1) the
new republic become a U.N. member under the name "Former Yugo-
slav Republic of Macedonia" until Greece and Skopje can agree on a
name; (2) Skopje cannot fly its flag with the Sun of Vergina outside
the U.N. headquarters; and (3) U.N. mediation would settle additional
issues such as border guarantees, changing Macedonia's constitution,
and the cessation of hostile Skopjian propaganda. 345  However,
Skopje has been completely inflexible on its name and all other issues
that the U.N. wanted negotiated, "render[ing] the mandate of the Se-
curity Council ineffectual and inoperative." 3"
The United Nations has led the international deployment of
forces in Skopje. On December 11, 1992, U.N. Security Council Reso-
lution 795 authorized the "immediate deployment of U.N. Protection
Forces along [the FYROM's] borders with Serbia and Albania. ' '1 47
Significantly, the U.N. resolution listed only the Serbian and Albanian
339. Marlise Simons, Europeans to Act Against Greece over Stand on Macedonia, N.Y.
TiMEs INT'L, Apr. 14, 1994, at A7.
340. Montalbano & Marshall, supra note 336.
341. Court Refuses to End Embargo on Macedonia, S.F. CHRON., June 30,1994, at A16.
342. See EU Asks for Greek Explanation of FYROM Sanctions, supra note 333, at 6.
343. Greece Outlines Terms for Ties, supra note 295, at A13.
344. S.C. Res. 817, U.N. SCOR, 47th Sess., 3196th mtg., U.N. Doc. S/Res/817 (1993).
345. Greece Accepts "Macedonia" in U.N. for Now, Rejects its Flag, HELLENIC J., Apr.
8, 1993, at 1.
346. Letter from Karolos Papoulias, supra note 285, at 2.
347. KIM & MIGDALovrrz, supra note 282, at 9. See S.C. Res. 795, U.N. SCOR, 47th
Sess., 3147th mtg., at 37, U.N. Doc S/INF/48 (1993).
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borders as threatening to Skopje.3 s Greece is clearly not viewed by
the U.N. Security Council as a threat to the new republic. 49
4. International Recognition of Skopje
Why the West and even the U.N. have given any recognition to
Skopje before Skopje has shown a disposition to at least compromise
with Greece is questionable. One theory is that "[t]he Macedonian
government was able to press its claim for recognition... by threaten-
ing that war was around the corner."350 Yet, this begs the question:
Will not international recognition of this "Republic of Macedonia" as
it currently stands bring about war with Greece, if not now, sometime
in the future? Another theory is that recognition has been given to
save Skopje from economic and social chaos.3 '- Yet, if Skopje is fac-
ing such difficulties, why has it not been more amenable to negotia-
tion?3s5 If Skopje is in such dire need of international recognition,
why has it insisted on dictating the terms of its recognition? Why, as
one journalist has so frankly stated, cannot "the West tell Skopje to be
'Skopje' and let 'Macedonia' be Greek?"
353
One can only worry about the precedent the international com-
munity has set with this matter. In a geographic area where disputes
are being solved with some of the world's bloodiest warfare, one na-
tion, Greece, has attempted to solve an issue of its national security in
a peaceful manner.35 It has urged nothing more than "preventive di-
plomacy. '355 Greece has followed its obligations as a member of the
United Nations, which requires all members to "settle their interna-
tional disputes by peaceful means. '356 Notwithstanding its attempts to
solve the conflict peaceably, Greece has been rebuffed even by its own
348. See Krm & MIGDALovrrz, supra note 282, at 9.
349. U.S. troops were deployed to the Skopjian-Serbian border, but not the Skopjian-
Greek border. Id.
350. The West's Options, ECONOMIST, May 8, 1993, at 54-55.
351. Smith, supra note 287, at 2.
352. "It is up to the Skopje government to abandon its obstinate claim to the name
Macedonia and thus ensure the new republic's security and economic progress." Papacon-
stantinou, supra note 279, at 4.
353. Gelb, supra note 276, at 2. See C.M. Woodhouse, Recognizing "Afacedonia" Defies
History, CHRISTI" Sci. MONrroR, Oct. 28, 1992, at 19.
354. See generally CARL VON CLAUSEVwIrz, ON WAR (Michael Howard trans., 1976)
(concluding that disputes between countries that border each other are issues of national
security).
355. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Nations, supra
note 8, at 6.
356. U.N. CHARTER art. 2, 1 3.
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allies, several of whom have mysteriously forgotten a history they
once appeared to comprehend quite well. For Greece at the present
moment, and possibly for many nations in the future, the international
community's treatment of this issue leads one to conclude that waging
war may be the only way for a nation to have its concerns taken
seriously.
VI. Conclusion
While campaigning for international recognition, Skopje has
stated that it carries no territorial aspirations against Greece. This is
nothing more than lip service. 7 Skopje cannot make such an asser-
tion of nonaggression while its name, flag, constitution, currency,
maps, books, and political leadership indicate nothing but the same
threat against Greece's national security that has existed for far too
long. Unfortunately, Skopje's lip service is being given the credibility
of a nation known for truth, even though the foundations and actions
of this new republic are no more than manipulations of the truth.
The international community has responded in a way that can
hardly be positive, especially in the longrun. The international com-
munity has ignored or forgotten about history, and, in one way or an-
other, has given recognition to Skopje. Even if this does not bring
Greece and Skopje to war at this moment, there remains a war simply
waiting to happen. This war is something that the international com-
munity should be trying to prevent now, instead of waiting for it to
begin before taking any action. After all, "[i]t is the competence of
the [U.N.] Security Council not only to resolve disputes but also to
take necessary actions to prevent them as well. ' 358 Thus far, the inter-
national community has done little to put a long-term end to this
"Macedonia" problem. If anything, it has increased the credibility of
Skopje in this matter. One can only hope that the international com-
munity's treatment of this issue will not someday be seen as the cause
of the "Third Balkan War."
Greece, on the other hand, has acted diplomatically and justifia-
bly. It has chosen not to follow its Balkan neighbors, who are decid-
ing their differences on the battlefield. Greece is justified in opposing
the recognition of a nation that is a threat to its national security, not
357. See Athens Says "Mere Words" from Skopje Are Not Enough, HELENIC J., Mar.
10, 1994, at 1.
358. Letter from the Permanent Representative of Greece to the United Nations, supra
note 8, at 6.
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to mention an affront to its history and culture. Greece will not likely
allow this issue to die, realizing that to do so would be to risk losing
land that it fought so hard to regain. As one Greek scholar on this
subject explains:
[W]e Greeks have every right-when we defend in word and deed
this land.... [W]e have every right to be sure that we are defending
not only a present which is undoubtedly Greek, but also a claim
which is eternal and ancient, reinforced by the truth of history, a
claim which is sacred and not to be forsworn? 59
359. Andriotes, supra note 25, at 46.

